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Abstract. Vector quantization algorithms have been extensively used for image com-
pression, pattern recognition, image steganography, image retrieval, and anomaly in-
trusion detection. For large Np training vectors and Nc clusters, vector quantization
algorithms can hardly find the global optimal classification without requiring a great deal
of the squared Euclidean distance calculation. This paper proposes an efficient global di-
vision algorithm based on histogram threshold to improve computation time of the squared
Euclidean distance from O(kNp log Nc) to O(kNpNc). The experimental results and com-
parisons show that the global division algorithm can reduce computational complexity, find
better codewords to improve the quality of the codebook and cooperate with the local search
algorithm to tune it efficiently.
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1. Introduction. The quantization method is an effective method for high ratio image
compression. In the last decade, vector quantization (VQ) algorithms [1-3] have been
extensively and successfully used for compression due to their excellent rate-distortion
performance and relatively simple structure. Applications in this class are often found in
speech and image data compression [1-3], pattern recognition [4,5], image steganography
[6,7], image retrieval[8], anomaly intrusion detection[9], and others.

According to the VQ processes, the quality of the reconstructed image highly depends
on codewords in the codebook. That is, a good codebook can usually procure high quality
images encoded by VQ, whose most important task is the codebook design. The paper
aims at advancing a new VQ scheme to satisfy the following guidelines: it should be a
scheme with (1) low computational complexity and (2) better reconstructed image quality.

In the pattern recognition literature, the term cluster, not partition, is used, and algo-
rithms to find clusters are called clustering algorithms.

Because the clustering problem in its combinatorial form has been shown to be NP-
complete [1], feasible suboptimal solutions by heuristic or approximate generation al-
gorithms are needed. Generally, several approaches, such as k-mean, hierarchical, and
optimization, have been used for designing clustering algorithms.

Before introducing the clustering algorithms, notations in Table 1 are used throughout
the paper.
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